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Editorial
Firstly, apologies for the non-appearance of the July issue 
- there was very little available to report to justify publica-
tion, and so we decided to save the paper for this edition, 
which thankfully is better-stocked, with much useful in-
formation. We have more conservation news in this issue, 
featuring two articles; the first detailing the long hoped-
for restoration of access to Wardlow Sough in Cressbrook 
Dale by a large team of DCA-organised volunteers. Origi-
nally dug open by the TSG in 1976, Wardlow Sough even-
tually re-collapsed due to rotten timbers, and the site 
has been a serious problem for the landowners Natural 
England for many years - thankfully no more, due to the 
co-operative nature of our partnership with the agency. 

The recent issues of cave and mine vandalism, particular-
ly with spray-paint graffiti and redundant marker arrows 
have resulted in a lot of clean-up work for volunteers and 
the second piece outlines a useful technique for remov-
ing problematic paint graffiti in underground situations. 
The irony being that Cumberland Cavern is the reposito-
ry of a huge amount of older graffiti, dating from its use 
as a showcave from the 19th Century and then from its 
adoption by the Troggs biker gang in the late 1960s-early 
1970s, with their graffiti now considered ‘archaeologically 
interesting’. It seems that it may be considered an ‘OK’ site 
by younger graffitos unaware of the history behind these 
earlier inscriptions, but the philosophical discussions on 
the value of graffiti will no doubt run for ever.

Exploration in Peak Cavern is always ongoing, and updates 
from two current TSG digs, both with potential, are pro-
vided within. Nixon’s Aven has been a long-term but in-
termittent dig (due to the horrible conditions that must 
be endured) that is finally getting some attention again; 
more commitment and better techniques and equipment 
may finally yield some results. A new set of digs in the 
more remote parts of Far Sump Extension, in AƗ Passage, 
have also yielded further phreatic development, though 
sediment-removal is also the primary obstacle, as always!

The history of exploration of Giants Hole, before the 
1967 attempt at opening it into a showcave by blasting 
out the squeezes and sumps is a welcome addition to the 
knowledge base for local cavers, and features some rarely 
seen illustrative content from the BCRA archives. What is 
considered one of the most accessible caves in the Peak 
District was once anything but, and the tenacity and en-
durance of the earlier explorers can only be marvelled at 
now, with our waterproof suits and neoprene, as opposed 
to woollen jumpers and corduroy trousers.

Finally, a plea to Peak District cavers - some of our Officers 
are becoming extremely stretched trying to cover mul-
tiple roles and hold down employment simultaneously, 
and extra help is always welcome, as the DCA is critical 
to Peak District caving. If you think you can help, either in 
an officer role or just assisting less formally, please get in 
touch. Articles for this magazine are also extremely wel-
come, and should be submitted to the address above.

Phil Wolstenholme

News in Brief
Snelslow Swallet
After a long period of stasis, permission was finally grant-
ed by the landowner for the DCA to organise an under-
ground clean-up of Snelslow Swallet (also known as P10), 
situated to the west of Giants Hole. The cave had seen a 
succession of digging efforts over decades from the ear-
ly 1950s until the dig was abandoned in 1991 and subse-
quently access was finally withdrawn. Clean-up of the sur-
face plant, including a huge scaffold tower, was achieved 
between January 2004 and March 2005, and document-
ed in The Derbyshire Caver, issues 119 and 122. A drys-
tone retaining wall was built around the artificial shaft by 
Julian Drake, and the site saw no further action. Recent 
negotiations between Nigel Atkins and the landowner re-
sulted in a surprise decision to allow access again, and so 
the site needed a re-appraisal. A huge amount of the old 
digging equipment, platforms and other detritus still re-
mained underground, and so a project was organised by 
Pete Knight to clear the cave of everything unwanted. This 
was achieved between 8-10 November 2019 with a huge 
team of volunteers, and the site is now ready for caver 
visits, subject to an access agreement being put in place - 
please do not visit in the meantime. A full write-up of this 
work will appear in the next issue - in the meantime huge 
thanks to everyone who took part in this job - your efforts 
are appreciated.

Longcliffe Mine
The Longcliffe Mine repair and stabilisation programme 
is finally complete, and a big session on 27 October re-
sulted in the shaft being cleared of ladders and other dig-
ging materials and equipment, and the hauling tripod on 
surface finally being dismantled. Access negotiations with 
the landowner, The National Trust are ongoing, and it is 
hoped a suitable access and conservation plan will be put 
in place soon. Due to the easy location on access land and 
the ‘pristine’ nature of the mining remains, particularly 
in the lower sections, it is likely that there will be some 
restrictions on access, with conservation being the priori-
ty. Advance booking of trips and a padlock key are almost 
certainly going to be required. More information will be 
provided as soon as possible.

Odin Mine
As part of the negotiations to re-open Odin Mine to cav-
ers, the landowner (also The National Trust) required an 
inspection of the main tourist route to ascertain the over-
all situation regarding stability of the workings and suita-
bility of the access provisions. As a result of this inspection 
it was agreed that further anchors should be installed to 
enable adequate protection for the various features in the 
mine, one of which is the large hole in the floor of the en-
trance passage which temporarily stopped access in 2011. 
It is hoped that this work can be done over the winter, but 
as the site is a Scheduled Monument, an application must 
be made first, via Historic England, to modify the site. This 
has been duly sent and permission to proceed should be a 
formality; once consent has been given the work will pro-
ceed, with a new rigging topo to follow. More information 
will be provided as soon as possible.
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Reopening Wardlow Sough, Cressbrook 
Dale
Deep in Cressbrook Dale, on the footpath that descends 
from Wardlow village to meet the path running the length 
of the dale, is the mossy and overgrown drystone lined 
cutting of the tail of Wardlow Sough. Only flowing in pe-
riods of very wet weather, it easily goes unnoticed by the 
passing walkers and probably by cavers too. This though, 
is potentially one of the more important and extensive 
mine levels in the dale, should access be regained. 

In 1976, members of the Technical Spelelogical Group ex-
cavated through the run-in ground at the sough tail and 
entered the level under a collapsed shaft from the sur-
face (Beck, 1978). Passing 4 more shafts, they eventual-
ly reached a collapse around 900 feet in. Since the time 
of this dig, the sough had run in again and, over time, all 
traces of the open level were buried by nature.

Fast-forward to the last few years and, as the old dig con-
tinued to slump under the backfill, the public right of way 
down from Wardlow Village was being steadily swallowed 
up by the growing shakehole. Natural England, who own 
and manage the Cressbrook Dale National Nature Re-
serve, were forced to re-route the path several times and 
install fencing and timber shuttering. This was costly not 
only as they needed to maintain the fence, but simply the 

administration of a temporary path diversion being ex-
tended in perpetuity was not without financial penalty. 
Cavers and mine explorers are well known to the local NE 
office and there has been a long history of volunteers as-
sisting with projects. Initially a plan was hatched between 
the Peak District Mines Historical Society (PDMHS) and NE 
to re-open the sough tail. 

Owing to the high level of work required to plan such a job 
and time constraints with organising the project before 
the end of summer 2019, the job was eventually passed 
to the Derbyshire Caving Association and ended up in the 
inbox of the Projects Officer. DCA already had a good re-
lationship with local NE team having capped Vixen Shaft 
in Lathkill Dale in June 2017 and, more recently, having 
been managing access to the gated levels around Man-
dale Mine. A great deal of planning, form filling, sleep-
less nights and one rather lucky (nearly) escape from be-
ing run over by an old lady in Wardlow, brought us to the 
point where Historic England granted permission for the 
work on this Scheduled Ancient Monument site and the 
date was set to begin.

On the 7th of September a team of DCA and PDMHS vol-
unteers broke ground in the shakehole, removing several 
cubic metres of gravel, deads and the densest mud ever 
encountered by filling buckets and using a human chain to 
transport the spoil to a large tarp. Providing the numbers 
of volunteers were enough to keep the gaps small, the hu-

TSG members on breakthrough day, 14/03/76. Above entrance: 
John Beck and Maggie Broadbent (now Maggie Clucas). Front 
of entrance, L-R: Andy Broadbent, Ray Fairholme, Keith Joule, 

Mick Hasney, Bill Whitehouse. Photo: Bill Whitehouse.

The same scene in 2019 before digging commenced. The public 
footpath had by now been diverted ever higher, beyond the 

fenced area, to avoid the surface collapse. Photo: Pete Knight.
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man chain could remove a vast amount of spoil in a very 
short time. Towards the end of the first shift, we had been 
chasing cavities in the rocks but were beginning to doubt 
we were going to meet the sough in the right place. Adam 
Russell from PDMHS came over after work and, peering 
down the large crater we had made, suggested we dig un-
der a particular corner following some darker mud. The 
next day we did just that and halfway through the day, 
around 1 meter down from the point Adam had aimed us 
at, we dropped into open space. We had not only found 
the sough but had dropped into it at the point the old dig 
had met the solid bedrock, meaning we had to do no ex-
cavating and shoring underground.

A few days later, two sections of aluminium ladder were 
installed inside the pipe. Although, sadly, the best mine-
slide in Derbyshire was no more, we were all in agreement 
that we had potentially built a caver trap, with only about 
1 in 3 of the digging team able to exit the pipe without as-
sistance from above. At the end of September, local volun-
teers from the Eldon PC surveyed the site for DCA. At the 
‘terminal’ blockage they noticed a gap in the collapse and 
a draught. After a few minutes work involving a handful of 
big rocks being pulled out from the collapse, a route was 
open through to the continuation of the sough - though 
the choke has not yet been stabilised and is still danger-
ous. Pushing on to a final flat-out muddy crawl, the team 
surveyed back to the entrance, clocking up a new total 
length of 295m! This is almost bang on the original esti-
mate of length from the original TSG diggers in the 1970s.

Wardlow Sough: SK 17418 74746
Length: 295m
Depth: 12m

Prospect for extension: Promising. Permission will be re-
quired from Natural England and Historic England, and 
Scheduled Monument Consent may have to be applied 
for. Contact DCA for assistance or more information. 

Access is the same as for the nearby Neptune Mine and is 
covered by the existing agreement with Natural England 
that can be seen here: https://tinyurl.com/y6s388d3. Suit-
ably equipped and experienced explorers are permitted 
to enter the mine without any prior permission providing 
the door is always kept locked shut when not attended. 

Mark Gration, Andy Farrow and Ian Webb demonstrating the 
very effective bucket-chain digging process. Photo: Pete Knight.

Day 3 dawned and we had a huge team assembled. Half 
remained at the dig to continue widening the opening 
into the sough and the other half headed up the dale to 
retrieve the plastic pipe from the other side of Peter’s 
Stone. The weather was grim, so we did not see any 
walkers at all. That is probably a good thing, as the 6-me-
ter-long, 86cm diameter pipe was barrelled down the dale 
like a giant rolling-pin. What was thought to be one of the 
more unpleasant tasks facing us on this job turned into 
something hilarious and quite unique. The now-ribbed 
cow-pats left in the dale to confuse walkers for the next 
few days were particularly amusing. 

Day 3 ended with the pipe installed at around 45 degrees 
from vertical down into the sough like a fairground slide. 
Exiting the pipe once covered by mud proved something 
of a challenge, and the author had to resort to using 
chopped up bits of rope to create a prussiking system to 
escape at one point. With the pipe trimmed down and the 
gate installed, Day 3 ended with the pipe half buried and 
the end in sight. All present were soaked and thoroughly 
muddy following a day of continuous rainfall. 

Day 4 came and another army of willing volunteers came 
down into the dale. The pipe was buried, the front face of 
the hole was walled up and some excellent mortaring was 
done to create a permanent barrier to the soil being worn 
down off the top of the pipe. With a bit of assistance from 
Shaun at NE, more rocks were brought over by 4x4 and 
the footpath was eventually returned to its original course 
and the safety fencing could be finally removed. The Cressbrook Dale rolling pin being moved into position 

on a very wet Day 3. Photo: Pete Knight.
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The door to the pipe requires an adjustable spanner and 
two hex head bolts need turning about 120° anti-clock-
wise to open the latches which allow the door to be 
swung open. Once inside, the door can be pulled shut and 
the latches returned to the locking position by hand. The 
latches have stops at both ends so do not force them to 
turn as you might be doing it the wrong way! The door is 
directly next to a very busy public right of way and must 
never be left open or unlocked when unattended.

Pete Knight, the DCA Projects Officer, offers his deepest 
thanks to all who have helped with this project: Adam 
Russell, Christine Wilson, Shaun Taylor (NE), Charley 
Cooley, Angus Sawyer, Damon Atkins, Julian McIntosh, 
Andy Farrow, Roy Rodgers, Gordon Fiander, Beth Knight, 
Nick Willers, David Botcherby, Ian Webb, Ann Soulsby, 
Mike Higgins, Nigel Addy, Andy Partridge, Katie Eavis and 
Mark Gration. The survey was completed by Rob Eavis, 
Luke Cafferty and Jon Pemberton.

Particular thanks to Adam Russell (PDMHS) who instigated 
the job with NE and assisted me in many ways both on the 
ground and administratively. Thanks Adam. Mike Higgins 
donated the ladders for the pipe, and Nigel Addy loaned 
the DCA an arc-welder and welding equipment for the 
project. Thanks also to Bill Whitehouse for his description 
of the original dig and for providing some photographs of 
the original excavation in 1976. 39 volunteer-days of work 
were put in between the 7th and 14th of September and 
19 different cavers/mine explorers came out to help dur-
ing this period. All of those involved were unpaid volun-
teers giving up their free time for the good of all cavers. 

Wardlow Sough Attendance

• 7th Sept 2019 x5 
Charley Cooley, Angus Sawyer, Damon Atkins, Julian 
McIntosh, Pete Knight

• 8th Sept 2019 x7 
Julian McIntosh, Andy Farrow, Roy Rogers, Gordon 
Fiander, Beth Knight, Christine Wilson, Pete Knight

• 9th Sept 2019 x11 
Mark Gration, Ian Webb, Andy Farrow, Ann Soulsby, 
Mike Higgins, Nick Willers, David Botcherby, Christine 
Wilson, Adam Russell, Beth Knight, Pete Knight

• 10th Sept 2019 x12 
David Botcherby, Nick Willers, Charley Cooley, 
Gordon Fiander, Christine Wilson, Nigel Addy, Julian 
McIntosh, Andy Partridge, Andy Farrow, Mike Hig-
gins, Ann Soulsby, Pete Knight

• 14th Sept 2019 x 4 (installing ladders) 
Pete Knight, Christine Wilson, Mike Higgins, Gordon 
Fiander

39 person-days of labour
19 different individuals
Pete Knight, DCA Projects Officer

Reference: 
Beck, J (1978). The Caves, Mines and Soughs of the Wardlow 
Basin and Cressbrook Dale. PDMHS Bulletin Vol. 7, No. 2 pp. 
106-115.

(More photos of the project on back cover)

Top left: Survex elevation of Wardlow Sough. Output by 
Rob Eavis.

Above: Charley Cooley finishing the pointing on the 
entrance stonework on day 4. Photo: Pete Knight.

Left: Rope-assisted exit from the entrance pipe before 
fitting the rigid ladders.
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Cumberland Cavern Graffiti Removal
Earlier this year, I was informed by Paul Chandler that 
members of the Masson Caving Group had been into 
Cumberland Cavern and found new graffiti, which includ-
ed some sprayed over part of the iconic “Troggs” smoked 
graffiti, namely the “Land of Dope and Story” slab. In the 
past, I’ve generally removed spray paint by wire-brushing 
it off but in this case, this couldn’t be done with the older 
smoked graffiti underneath. Where abrasive cleaning isn’t 
an option, then chemical methods need to be considered. 
I went online and read Historic England’s guidance note 
on removing graffiti from historic structures, in particular 
the case study of removing paint from the standing stones 
at West Kennet Avenue where solvent removal was used.

The next step was to find out which solvents would work 
best on the paint in Cumberland Cavern; I had both white 
spirit and xylene in my garage and an assortment of glues, 
so taking a selection of these I headed down to Matlock 
Bath, underground into Wapping Mine and up into the old 
show cave. First, I tried a selection of glues to see if any of 
them would shift the paint. It was quickly apparent that 
EVO-STIK contact adhesive (which has toluene as its pri-
mary solvent) was the most effective at lifting  the paint 
and given its natural tendency to stick to itself, it could be 
rolled around on the rock surface then lifted off, rather 
like a large and sticky bogey! More promisingly, I found 
that it had little effect on the smoked graffiti.

It did not remove all of the paint, so the next step was to 
try direct application of solvent; Historic England’s guide 
suggested dabbing it on to the paint-covered areas then 
swabbing it off. White spirit had little impact, but xylene 
proved to be much better, with the result that all but 
the most ingrained paint was lifted off. Again, this treat-
ment looked to have little impact on the smoked graffiti, 
so I started cleaning more of the paint off. Many of the 
readership will have spotted the problem with using sol-
vents underground - on this first cleaning trip I left rather 
light-headed and had a splitting headache next day thanks 
to the fumes, and xylene fumes are really not good for 
your health! I was advised by Ant Botham to get an ac-
tivated charcoal filter mask to protect myself; these are 

inexpensive items and I picked one up from eBay for £15 
prior to the next cleaning session.

The mask made a big difference, on the second session 
I couldn’t smell any solvent with the mask on and made 
good progress. Some flecks of paint remained in deeper 
crevices, which made me think a fine scrubbing brush 
would help, though it would need one with bristles that 
wouldn’t soften or dissolve in xylene. By the end of the 
third session, the majority of the spray paint was gone 
and on a casual glance, there was little sign of the over-
spraying as can be seen from the “after” picture. One final 
mop-up session got it to the point where I didn’t think any 
more could be done.

One thing I would stress is that we should not automatical-
ly remove any new graffiti that appears underground but 
weigh up the factors involved and the potential damage 
involved in removal - I recommend reading John Barnatt’s 
2015 paper on underground graffiti for a detailed consid-
eration of the issues involved. Also, as set out above, sol-
vents should not be used underground without a suitable 
chemical filter mask (not a paper dust mask) and even 
with one, not for extended periods of time. However, this 
two-stage solvent technique offers a means of dealing 
with unwanted paint underground that limits damage to 
the surface beneath; I am in the process of writing a more 
detailed paper intended for publication in Cave & Karst 
Science in due course.

Thanks to John Wood, Martin Long, Shirley Burtonshaw, 
Mat Adlam-Stiles and Richard Finnigan for accompanying 
me on the cleaning trips

Adam Russell, Conservation Officer, PDMHS

References:
Barnatt, J. Peppit, G., & Webb, D. (2015) “Graffiti in Peak District 
(England) caves and mines: historic record or mindless vandal-
ism?” Cave and Karst Science, Vol.42, No.3 pp. 133–143.

Anon, (1999) “Graffiti on historic buildings and monuments – 
Methods of removal and prevention” Historic England, London.

The graffiti as it was on 16 July, and after the final session on 27 August. Photo: Adam Russell.
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Nixon’s Aven, Peak Cavern - Dig Update
The background to this ongoing saga.

Back in January 1988, Dave ‘Moose’ Nixon decided to take 
a solo trip into Peak Cavern, and it was while he was tak-
ing a look at an abandoned dig that he spotted a previ-
ously unknown aven that had water issuing from above. 
He free-climbed it and found himself faced with a boulder 
choke so what else could he do but try and open it up, 
and sure enough, found another chamber which he was 
able to enter and with more climbing eventually reach the 
very top of the aven which was full of nice flowstone and 
Cave Pearls. The water was running down from above but 
he found this to be too tight to continue upwards, but, as 
luck would have it, there was a horizontal passage head-
ing off to the left which he investigated and then rushed 
off back to the TSG hut (The Chapel) to regale the news!

Many digging trips followed but eventually, because it was 
permanently half-full of water, it was abandoned - until 
2009, when Wayne Sheldon and Glyn Roberts (both TSG) 
took up the challenge. A very useful addition to the dig 
was the installation of a flop-jack that helped to wash the 
spoil down the aven (the size of the passage prevents spoil 
being stacked within); this is fed from a hopper just after 
the first right-hand bend where the initial inlet was found. 
Over the next three years they were able to push the face 
for some 17 metres, which meant that the total distance 
from the top of the aven to the dig face was around 25 
metres. They too then downed tools and walked off-site. 
And so it lay fallow again until October 2016, when a new 
group of TSG members decided it was worth another shot 
and set about digging at the mud once more. And, like 
Wayne and Glyn before, carrying out this purgatory in 
wetsuits - which was okay, but was very limiting as after 
an hour or so the water still became too cold, so it was de-
cided to try pumping (siphoning wasn’t very successful). 

Various pumps and combinations of hosepipe of differing 
dimensions were tried over the following months until 
eventually, towards the end of July 2018, we had hit upon 
a solution that worked and enabled us to drain the whole 
passage. This revealed a ramp which separated the water 
into two distinct pools – the Long Pool and the Dig Pool 
which, at that time, we were unable to completely emp-
ty, so digging still had to be carried out half laying in the 
water. One of the biggest mysteries that still refuses to 
reveal itself is why the level of the water in this passage is 
pretty much always the same and, even after pumping, re-
fills to the same level, taking only a matter of days - which 
means that pumping one day and digging the next isn’t 
really viable. There are obviously outlets that at this time 
remain elusive, and the only obvious inlets are the one at 
the bend that feeds the flop-jack and another in an aven 
nearer the dig, but both of these are just fast trickles.

For various reasons, the dig was temporarily placed on 
the back-burner for almost 12 months until July 2019. 
John ‘Sharpy’ Sharp and myself picked up the mantle once 
more and, armed with a new Whale Gusher Titan pump, 
set about attacking the dig with gusto - and after much 
fettling with pipes and other bits and bobs, found that we 

could pump the whole of the Long Pool from the aven at 
the right hand bend - that is to say, without getting wet 
(other than the trudge through The Wallows and Mucky 
Ducks) which was very welcome indeed. Once this was 
virtually empty, one of us would go down to Comfy Corner 
and couple the inlet pipe to an extra length that reached 
to the Dig Pool, which we were able to partially drain, so 
we were still lying in the water (and gloopy mud!) to some 
degree. But, as by now I had invested in a decent full body 
wetsuit, as opposed to my 3mm ¾ surfer dude version, I 
didn’t mind one bit, as I was toasty warm -  but I did com-
ment after one session that we should call this passage 
‘Nixon’s Rectum’. 

With help from various club members, plus the odd guest, 
we continued to push the dig forward until one session 
ended with me assuming that we had reached the end 
of the passage as the roof suddenly dropped down and 
there was no air-space to be seen. Luckily a bit of poking 
around created a window into a void that looked like it 
would be high enough for someone to stand up in, though 
it was unclear at that time whether the passage turned 
back on itself, if it continued up into this aven or if the 
passage continues forwards, albeit at a much lower level.
 
Frustrating? Yes. Intriguing? Definitely

Phil Wolstenholme » 
“It’s definitely frustrating - or possibly very exciting. I dun-
no! Looking at the main John Beck survey again carefully, 
I’m starting to wonder if the joint/fault that Perseverance 
Pot is developed upon is actually expressed in the small 
aven where the flopjack collector is? The passage being 
dug at present wasn’t drawn on the last survey more than 

Sketch plan survey of the current extent of the passage from 
the top of the aven (at bottom right). Drawn by Charley Cooley.
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a stub, and it’s a lot further now. I’ve drawn a dotted line 
on the survey where I estimate (from memory!) where the 
current end should be - does this look about right? If so, 
it’s well past Perseverance, which is pointing at the little 
aven more or less. The small ‘branch’ to the right of the 
main cavity is pointing more towards the dig face but I’m 
unsure which bit of the cave that is! Next in line after that 
are all the little joint avens in 47 Passage, but whether 
they stretch all the way to the dig passage remains to be 
seen. The Nixon’s passage is roughly parallel to, but 7m 
higher than 47 Passage at the west end, so probably de-
veloped on the next bedding plane up.”

Wayne Sheldon » 
“Charley, I found my survey notes. We started digging 
9.5m from the corner and it was 17m from the corner to 
the dig face when we finished. I will survey it with Disto 
once my eye is better.”

The most recent session threw up some real answers, we 
had a breakthrough at last which revealed more passage 
and, therefore, good reason to carry on.

Thursday October 24th
Present: Ann, me & Sharpy.
Today was going to be a good day, I could feel it in my 
bones (and I am certainly feeling it in my bones now, 
thank goodness for NSAIDS!!) and noting how low the wa-
ter was as we bumbled along the Five Arches, reckoned 
that we would at least break into the new chamber and 
see if it really was game over or not. Sharpy and I set up 
the pump and soon had the Long Pool drained so I went 
off to Comfy Corner and connected the extension hoses 
into the Dig Pool. Shortly after, unbeknownst to Sharpy, I 
then connected another length that went right up to the 
dig face and before long, it was more or less dry. Luxury!
A few kibbles filled and I was able to see that the new 
chamber on the right was another blind aven (alcove) so, 
if the passage were to go anywhere, it had to be forward. 
I had a good dig at the left-hand wall and soon found 
that it was curving in to the right with in-fill beneath it, 
though without any airspace. This prodding with the 
spade released some water so, not knowing whether it 
was trapped water held back by the mud or another inlet, 
I decided to leave that and concentrated instead on re-
moving the spoil from higher up on the right.

The Unveiling.

As I had been undermining the right-hand wall of mud, it 
didn’t take much effort before a great slab simply peeled 
off and revealed more passage! And more water!! Indeed, 
the Dig Pool was beginning to fill up again, “I’ll keep an 
eye on that” I mused and basically ignored it and carried 
on prodding and poking.  I could see that the ‘brick wall’ 
that I thought I had seen last time out was simply where 
the mud had settled in horizontal lines on the rock, and 
getting as near as the space would allow, I could also see 
that there was water on top of the mud in the ‘New Pas-
sage’ - this being level with the roof in the existing pas-
sage, it looked to be very flat, shallow and only around 
6”/150mm wide, so I suspect that it will just run out into 
the Dig Pool. So, to help with that, and before calling it a 
day, I got the trowel and cut a channel to drain it. Inside 
the New Passage I could see that the roof was adorned 
with parallel ribbons - I don’t for a minute imagine they 
are of the lovely opaque crystal variety that we could 
back-light, but they are formations.

I could also see that after a couple of metres the passage 
veered off to the right but, beyond that it was too tight 
to see. Once we commence digging out this section we 
will have a better idea, but in the meantime, I firmly be-
lieve we need to keep digging down until we reach the 
floor proper; maybe then we will uncover these elusive 
outlets and perhaps enlarge them. It will also allow dig-
ging to be done upright, rather than lying down. Using 
the string that we dragged in last time, we measured it to 
be approximately 21m from Pumping Station No.1 to the 

Charley Cooley in the ‘Dig Pool’, returning from a session at the 
working face. Photo by Grace Chu.

John Sharp at Pumping Station No.1. beneath the small aven. 
The flopjack collector is at top right. Photo by Grace Chu.
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dig face; obviously this was not very accurate and doesn’t 
take into account the bends, etc. but it is an idea. I am told 
we shifted 14 kibbles, a Herculean effort by Ann and Shar-
py - I dragged them to Ann’s Inlet, and Ann dragged them 
all the way back to Sharpy who then emptied them down 
the aven - my cap was well and truly doffed!!!

As a side note, I have decided, because digging into this 
new chamber has taken place whilst my terminally-ill 
mother has been in and out of hospital and it has been a 
diversion from an otherwise very stressful time, to name 
it ‘T.D. Hall’ in her honour; I know it probably should be 
aven, alcove or niche (or some proper caving term), but 
her maiden name is Hall, so it’s a play on words. Also note 
that we are not always able to reach the dig due to the 
main Peak Cavern being in flood - this doesn’t affect our 
site, but we simply cannot get to it which is most frustrat-
ing!

Many thanks to all who have helped thus far; a core of 
Sharpy, me, Ann Soulsby, Grace Chu, Phil Wolstenholme 
and Glyn Roberts with guest appearances from Lou-
ise McMahon, Ben Tout, Luke Brownbridge, Luke Brock, 
Dominika Wroblewska, Alex Crow, Steve Foley and Alistair 
Gott amongst others.

Charley Cooley
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Above: The pumped inner reaches of the Long Pool, looking 
toward the dig face. Photo by Grace Chu.

Below: The present dig face as of early November 2019 with 
an apparent change in passage shape ahead. Photo by Steve 
Foley.
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Exploration in AƗ Passage, Peak Cavern
AƗ Passage constitutes the westernmost part of a large 
phreatic tube which spans the entire Peak Cavern System, 
from its egress at Peak Cavern Entrance to its mysterious 
disappearance at Lake of a Thousand Banana Skins just 
one hundred meters shy of Major Sump. Though histori-
cally travelled by lead miners, it was only rediscovered in 
1981 by Martyn Farr via Far Sump.

With bigger fish to fry in the vertical sections of Far Sump 
Extension (Proudlove, 1991, Cordingley 1993), it is no sur-
prise that John Cordingley and his contemporaries did not 
investigate many of the smaller tubes crossing AƗ Passage. 
To the best of my knowledge, digging in its vicinity has 
been limited to the promising but frustrating Flatmate 
dig, as well as the aptly named Rasp. Having had a look 
at both and knowing the effort that has already gone into 
them, I promptly decided to have a go at a different ob-
jective: finding the rest of the above-mentioned phreatic 
tube. I cannot claim this to be my idea, I was more in-
terested in the aforementioned superficially promising 
inlets; however, Dave Nixon convinced me otherwise. This 
is the “Exploratory Dig” shown in Figure 1. 

Work began in early 2018 with the help of Patrick Bore, a 
French caver visiting with DCU, followed by work on my 
own and two final sessions with David Botcherby and Mi-
chael Holliday, both of SUSS. Digging through a matrix of 
rock and mud in the far-left corner reached what appears 
to be a rock floor, though this is suspiciously fragile and 
may well be a large part of collapsed roof. Lowering the 
floor by a good meter along a length of 1.5m or so has not 
revealed much insight into whether a passage might con-
tinue here, and further work is unlikely to be a small task. 
Given that I did not have much luck enticing people into 
joining me, I set my sights back on the tubes intersecting 
AƗ Passage.

The first one to be attacked was what appeared to be a 
small inlet, 60cm high or so, in the east wall of AƗ Pas-
sage, “The Road to Nowhere”. I was initially under the 
delusion that no tools would be necessary as the rising 
floor seemed to consist of loose cobbles. This was cer-
tainly true for the first 20cm. The following pebble-mud 
mix made for entertaining progress on the first session, 
though the dig itself provided a somewhat trowel-shaped 
rock which eased progress. Why Alastair Gott preferred 
hauling dig trays I couldn’t say. 

One more solo session and another with Michael Holliday 
saw a breakthrough into ca. 30m of flat-out passage to a 
constriction, this was later passed by “stick insect” David 
Botcherby to a further 20m or so and two small sumps. An 
attempt to reach these for diving by Rob Middleton was 
foiled by the aforementioned constriction. It is notewor-
thy that The Road to Nowhere is not actually an inlet, but 
rather an originally independent conduit which has been 

Michael Holliday building the spoil-retaining wall in Epi-
metheus. Photo by Alexander Ried.

Figure 1. Plan survey of the relevant area of AƗ Passage. Drawn by Alexander Ried.
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intersected by AƗ Passage, as evident by the completely 
mud-choked continuation on the opposing side (this is not 
the NW heading passage visible on the survey).

Two somewhat unpleasant days of solo digging gained 
another 4m of progress; however the thought of simply 
excavating an oxbow deterred me from spending further 
hours inching my way forward. Whilst it is possible to re-
move spoil to the sides, thereby forming a body-shaped 
channel, the setting is not a pleasant one. Though this is 
certainly not the end of the story, access to the site and 
more enticing prospects have kept me from returning in 
the last couple of months. It is only a question of time the 
above gets outweighed by the need to find out what else 
is lurking in the darkness around AƗ Passage.

Alexander Ried
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On a previous trip I had also noticed a very small airspace 
above a mud bank just 3m or so north of where AƗ Passage 
splits towards Minor and Major Sump, and chose this as 
the next target, ‘Epimetheus’. The clay here is noticeably 
drier than in The Road to Nowhere, which made for pleas-
ant progress in the mostly choked, ca. 1m high tube. A 
mere three digging sessions with David Botcherby, Mike 
Holliday and Alastair Gott respectively, through 5m of ma-
terial, enabled a breakthrough into 50m of flat-out crawl-
ing on 17.08.18, when the northernmost point shown in 
Figure 2 was reached. 

Drag tray and digging equipment in Epimetheus. Photo by 
Alexander Ried.

Figure 2. Plan survey of the Epimetheus Passage. 
Drawn by Alastair Gott.

Above: Passage morphology in Epimetheus.

Below: Alastair Gott playing with survey 
equipment.

Photos by Alexander Ried.
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Giants Hole - As It Used To Be
It always surprises me that the first part of Giants Hole is 
now popularly considered an easy trip for beginners. This 
was very far from the case in the past; as late as 1967 a 
trip, even to the top of Garlands Pot, was considered a 
serious undertaking, involving diving an almost sumped 
section 8 feet (2½ m) long and less than 20 inches (50cm) 
high. This all changed dramatically in the winter of 
1967/68 following an unsuccessful attempt to turn Giants 
into a show cave. 

I have used the original units of feet and inches to de-
scribe the cave as it was known in the early part of the 
20th. Century, as seen in Monty Grainger’s amazing 1938 
coloured survey (on the cover of this issue); but I have 
translated all dimensions into metric units for the ben-
efit of modern cavers. Monty’s survey shows the active 
streamway in black, the dry Upper Passages in orange, 
and the Lower Passage, including Pillar Crawl, in blue.

The sizeable entrance to Giants Hole is a swallet and the 
first part of this stream cave, about 250 feet (77m) to a 
point known as Halfway House, had been well known for 
many years. At this point the stream disappeared into a 
narrow, low passage, estimated to be around 18 inches 
(45cm) high, soon lowering to become “impassable” as 
the stream flowed through boulders. Openings in the roof 
of this early part of the cave led to a series of dry passag-
es above the streamway: Upper East Passage and Upper 
West Passage, which between them added another 670 
feet (200+m). These upper passages were first explored 
between the early 1900’s and 1928, and it seems likely 
that Jim Puttrell and his friends had much to do with this.

The first to pass this “impassable” barrier, later known as 
The Curtain and marked as “Very Low” on Monty’s survey, 

was Puttrell. On the first Saturday in August 1902, late in 
the afternoon after a thunder-storm, he handed his coat, 
jersey and vest to his two companions and pushed him-
self into the hole using a tallow candle for light - leaving 
his companions to keep their candle burning near the 
opening to give him a guide on his return. Jim cleared the 
stones away in front of him and forced his way through, 
eventually lying flat out in the freezing water. He had to 
re-light his candle (using waterproof matches), after kick-
ing it over accidentally but was able eventually to stand up 
and, leaving another lighted candle on a rock to guide his 
return, carried on down the streamway for a further 135 
feet (40m) to reach the main syphon (Sump 1 on Monty’s 
survey). Jim had to beat a hasty retreat as the stream was 
beginning to rise after the rain, rejoining his two compan-
ions and receiving a “hearty handshake”.

In October 1904 Puttrell returned to Giants with two com-
panions, carrying camera, lights and other equipment to 
photograph and measure Giants Hole; Jim’s account was 
published in the Sheffield Daily Telegraph. This sparked 
further exploration by groups such as the Yorkshire Ram-
blers and the Derbyshire Pennine Club (founded in 1907 
by Puttrell and others) and led to the discovery of Pillar 
Crawl and the Upper Series. Sump 1 is completely blocked 
by boulders and flakes of rock and to this day defeats all 
attempts to pass it. Pillar Crawl, about 30 feet (9m) back 
from Sump 1, must have been greeted with delight when 
it was first found but, alas, the descending Lower Passage 
which follows also ended in a sump (Sump 2 on Monty’s 
survey). It was too low for divers to pass with the equip-
ment available at the time, hence this was the end of the 
known cave until 1954. 

Pillar Crawl wasn’t obvious unless you knew exactly where 
it was, being 4 feet (over a metre) above your head in the 
roof of the streamway and hidden by ledges. It was also 

Giants Hole “Sump 2”, later known as the Backwash Sump, the 
end of the known cave until 1954.
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low, only 15 inches (38cm) high in places and gour pools, 
full of filthy water, reached across the passage. After Pillar 
Crawl the steeply descending Lower Passage levelled out 
into what was christened Shingle Shuffle, ending at Sump 
2. The difference in height between Sump 1 and Sump 
2 is 33 feet (10m) but no water ran into Sump 2 down 
the Lower Passage; it wasn’t strictly a static sump but ap-
peared to be fed by water from the far side, albeit slowly. 

Hence it was at Sump 2 that Ken Pearce and members of 
BSA North Midlands Group decided to concentrate their 
efforts in 1951. They began by building a concrete dam in 
Shingle Shuffle and bailed the water from the sump back 
into it, finding this lowered the water level by 2½ inches 
(6cm). However, the dam couldn’t hold enough water to 
break the sump so they raised the height of the dam to 
the point where any further height would have created 
a sump behind them in the passage. Not discouraged, 
they then build a second dam further back up the passage 
enabling them to bail water from the first dam back into 
the second and then more water from the sump into the 
first dam; then finally a third dam was built - there was no 
room for any more dams. Working conditions were dread-
ful as bad air built up in the confined space at the lower 
end of the passage until a candle wouldn’t stay lit and all 
the diggers had thumping headaches.

Exploration carried on over the next few years down to 
the East Canal, making Giants the deepest cave in the 
country at the time. But all trips had to begin by bailing 
Backwash Sump back into the dams and it slowly refilled 
all the time, so it was necessary for groups exiting to take 
the bungs out and empty the dams or the next group in 
wouldn’t be able even to reach the Backwash Sump.  

In 1966 Eldon Pothole Club members, after accurately sur-
veying levels, dug a shallow trench from the downstream 
side of the Backwash Pool to lower the level of Backwash 
Sump just sufficiently that there was always a very small 
airspace. So it was no longer necessary to bail into the 
dams, although it was still effectively a sump dive to get 
through, and caver traffic into Giants rapidly increased. It 
was this which apparently gave Tom Watson, the owner 
of Peakshill Farm, the idea of making Giants a show cave. 
He took advantage of the outbreak of Foot and Mouth 
Disease, which lasted for 6 months through the winter 
of 1967/68, to start the project - knowing that all caving 
had to stop, and that the work would go undetected. He 
employed Bill Revell, who blasted away the roof of the 
Curtain, the floor of Pillar Crawl and the roof of Backwash 
Sump, leaving an easy wander to the top of Garlands Pot. 
Garlands had been a 30-foot (9m) pitch but the blasting 
rubble was wheelbarrowed down the passage and tipped 
over the edge, leaving it only half the depth (the rubble is 
gradually being washed away down the Crabwalk, so Gar-
lands Pot is slowly reverting to its original depth).

In the event the show cave never came into being because 
the County Surveyor refused permission for a car park to 
be built, on the grounds that access from the Perryfoot 
to Winnats road was too dangerous. Cave SSSIs didn’t 
exist in those days, so nothing could be done about all 
the damage because the owner had done it himself. A sad 
tale, but it did give novice cavers an interesting and easy 
introductory trip to the top of Garlands Pot.

Jenny Potts

The Photos:
The photos illustrating this article are part of a collection 
amassed by Barry King, who began caving in 1957 at the 
age of 18 and carried on until about 1963. He was an ac-
tive member of BSA North Midlands Group and was re-
sponsible for the first proper survey of Carlswark Caverns. 
His diary and some of his photos can be seen online in the 
BCRA Archives collection, accessed via the British Caving 
Library web-site at www.caving-library.org.uk.
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Eventually, in May 1954, their efforts were rewarded 
when one of the party forced his way in feet first, held at 
arm’s length by the others, and found that his feet could 
be kicked up out of the water on the far side. Further work 
raised the inner dam by a few inches and at last a tiny air 
space appeared with a howling draught through it. Pearce 
was first through the flat-out crawl in water, followed by 
17-year-old Frank Maginn, who’d been working on the dig 
with Pearce since he first became involved as a 14-year-
old in 1951. Young Frank drowned in a canoeing accident 
at a weir on the Irwell only 4 months later; Maginn’s Rift 
was named after him by his BSA colleagues.

Once through, it was realised that the sump was formed 
by water from the main stream pouring down the Wet 
Inlets into a pool, the backwash from which created the 
sump, hence the new name for Sump 2: Backwash Sump. 

On the way into the cave it was necessary to pass “The Cur-
tain”, only 10 Inches high and flat out in the stream.
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Advertisement

Above: Exiting from Pillar Crawl, only 15 inches high in 
places, and around 40 feet long.

Left: Barry King emerging from the Backwash Sump 
after diving through about 8 feet of flooded passage 
only 15 inches high in places.



The Wardlow Sough Adit Restoration. 
All photos by Pete Knight except No. 1.

Clockwise from top left:

1. John Beck exiting the adit in 1976. Photo: Bill Whitehouse.

2. Adam Russell shoehorning the entrance pipe into the sough.

3. The team gathering around the inserted pipe.

4. The finished entrance with the new steel door fitted.


